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I Problem

The studies reported herein developed from an earlier effort to employ

simulation techniques in the education of classroom teachers. The problem was

to provide a medium of instruction from which student teachers could learn to

transfer their knowledge of teaching gained fz.am textbodes and lecteres to the

actual classroom situation, The increasing difficulty teacher educators are

having in providir opportunities for superviaed experience in cldssroams is,

perhaps, reason enough for looking to classroom simulation as a laboratory

experience for teadhare. More Dindamentally, however, the problem is to

instruct teachers so that they will actually practice that they are taught.

Originally, the simulation technique developed for this present project

was based on the operant conditioning model. Although a different model is now

employed,, the original concept better explains early developments. In the

original cenceptmelizstion, certain assuenptions were made. First, it was

named that student teachers previously have acquired highly difrerentiated

ways of behaving in the classroom which very quickly became evident when the

student engages in practice teaching. Consequently, their knowledge of text-

bock recipes for teaching subject matter and their knowledge of model teaching

behavior gained through classroom observations frequently is not evident in

the classroom, at least in the beginning stages of their teaching experience.

More technically, it was assumed that the classroom behavior oz most student

teachers is controlled primarily by external stimuli in the classroom, not by

their knowledge of model teaching behavior.

Secondly, it was presumed that the classroom behavior of teachers is

patterned or "shape dm by stimulus event:. in the classroom which set as reim-

forcers. Accordingly, actual changes in the instructional habits of a teacher

would depend on 'whether or not his attempts to change era. reinforced W. events

which follow immediately upon his actions,
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From this line t! thinking, it was a short step to the conclusion that,

by controlling the stimulus events in the classroom while a student teacher is

instructing, a teacher educator can change the classroom teaching behavior of

the Student more tsffectively than by lecturing o' by demonetrating. If the

teacher educator were able to control the situation precisely, theoretically

he could effectively "shape" the behavior of the student teacher iL the class-

room by reinforcing successive approxtnations of the desired behavior.

The original problem, therefore, was to develop an instructional medium

which would meet the essential requirements of the operant conditioning model.

Aa conceptualized above, the instructional model called for a einiulated class-

room setting in which a student teacher could practice new teaching behaviors

under supervision and experience the consequences of his own behavior. At the

same time, the instructional model specified that the supervisor of the student

teacher't.4 loahavior have the capability for controlling the classroom events

which follow inmediately upon the student teacher's actions, If the super-

vising teacher (hereafter referred to as :1E" for "experimteiterti) were to judge

the irstluctional behavior of the student teacher (hereafter referred to as

flu) as being effective, E could reinforce T's bartvior by causing the students

in the simulated classroom to react favorably to T. If on the other hand, Vs

instructional behavior were to be judged ineffective, E could cause the

students to react negatively to T.

In accordance with the above specifications, an instructional laboratory

was built and techniquee were developed for simulating a variety of classroom

situations. The situations were simulated through the medium of sound motion

pictures and printed materials. Multiple projection technique° were Employed

to create the desired realistic effects, and to enable E to effectively con-

trol the events which followed T's instructional behavior.
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As would be cocpected, it was not within the practical limitations of the

original project 3ffort to corpletely fu fs.l1. the requirements of the operant

conditioning model. Instead of "reinforcing" Tls behavior, E projects a

motion picture showing the "most likely consequences" of T's behavior. That

is to say, he is shown the way his class most likely would respond under the

circumstances. This "feedback" information may or may not be reinforcing, and

it may or may not have a controlling influence on T's behavior. However, E

does have the ability to choose the type of information which is provided the

learner. thus, the instructional. medium is said to employ "controlled feedback.'

Controlled feedback now is considered simply as intonation tthich T may

incorporate in an ongoing problem-solving, decision-making, or hypotheses'

testing thought process. T's instructional behavior is uot "shaped" in

accordance with the operant conditioning model. Nevertheless, T's instruc-

tional behavior is changed in accordance with prescribed instructional objec-

tives, and there is preliminary evidence to indicate that there are positive

transfer effects to the actual classroom situation resulting from simulatim

instruction.

The present research effort wed selected instructional variables in

the classroom simulation technique, as originally developed, so as to provide

a sound basis for Anther develoixaent of the instructional medium. Since

transfer effects of the instructional medium were of primary concern, those

instructional variables contributing to the fidelity (realism) of the

simulated closer= investigq.ted first.

By the learning model cf operant conditioning, the stimulus feature of the

simulated classroom reasonably should correspond camel o those of the

classroom to which T is to respond differentially, Also, T should learn to

behave in the simulated classroom precisely as he is to respond in the actual

classroom.
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On th a other hard, the information sr stems model Otyans, 19631 which

eharactericas the present olasarocia simulation technique, is more nearly

cognitive and places fewer con.stralats on the physical chars :ter. of the

instrurticaal system. Wens' information srystems model emnhasizns those

dimeneim of the instructional system which affect cognitive learnin3

(krowledge of the instructional standards) and which develop skill in making

decisions on the basis of feedback from pupils in the classroom, Reasonably,

a student teacher could leap instructioral principles and could develop

skill iris discriminating one Zorn of student behavior from another from either

life-tise or emeller projeetignis of the children's behavior, and would not

necessarily have to act out his responses in the simulated classroom. If

130, the simulation matwials developed for use in the present simulation

laboratory facility could be adapted for use in a more conventional classroom

setting using standard projection equipments or could be adapted for

self-irrstruction where the student teacher would require a minimum of

supervision while actually responding to the motion picture sequences.

Findings of the recently completed research on dimensions of realism,

therefore, have important theoretical as well as practical implications. If

the transfer effects of instruction f n the simulated classroom are not related

to instructional variables involving size of image and mode of response, the

same instructional materials could be adapted for use on a broader scale and

at lower cost.
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II The Classroom Simulation Technique

Simulation as an instructional tecnn.:Aue has been auccesefully employed

in other walks of life, principally in the industrial cid military arm.

Sirrelation techniques are employed for practical reasons, either to avoid

damage to costly equiment or to avoid endangering as in the training

of air defense personnel and astronauts. Through simulation techniques,

cormeroial pilots are checked out in modern aircraft and air force officers

learn to direct-fighter interceptions of enemy bombeve (Adams, 1962;

Chapman, 1959; SAGE Training Grecap, 1957) . They learn through actual

experience in situations which approximate reality. The sensations of sight,

sound, and motion are so realistic that the learner frequently has difficulty

retaining his true orientation in the artificial setting. Curputer-based

"gamest' and related sineelations place less eraphatiti on the physical setting,

but are equally good =spies (Cetetekow, 1962; Greanlaw, et al, 1962) .

However,, simulation techniques have only recently been employed in the

professional. field of Education. One eetplenatica for this relatively slow

adoption of a premising instructional technique by Educators may be that,

until recent years, it has been relatively easy to arrange laboratory

experiences for student tcichers. Actually, simulation techniques were first

employed in Bducatioa for research purposes. The Whitman School sir.alation

materials, for example, now fairly cemmonly used as a laboratory experience

for school administrators, actually were developed for purposes of evaluation.

The Whitman School materials simulate an entire school setting through the use

of motion pictures, tape recordings, and printed documents (Cunningham, 1959;

Frederiksen, 1962; University Council for FAUCatiorn i *+i start 1960).

The participants play the role of principal in the Whitman School. After

beaming thoroughly oriented to the hypethetical situation, the participants

sit at a desk and solve administrative problems, one at a time, which are
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presented via their "in-basket." The participants respond to a great variety

of problems ranging flan a new teacher who asks to be released from her

contract, to an emergency situation atioh occurs on the school grounds, They

write out how they handle each situation so that their performance can be

evaluated subsequently. Although not designed primarily as an instructional

tool, the sante materials have been employed extensively in seminars as a basis

for discussion and analysis of typical school problems encountered by school

administrators.

The classroom simulation technique employed in the present research was

der;eloped first as an instructional medium,. but not primarily as a means for

resolving practical problems encountered by teacher educators :In providing

laboratory experiences for student teachers The original objective in

developing a simulated classroom for kraining teachers was to augment conven.

tional olassroan laboratory experiences through the riztrision of a more

aystematic; controlled learning experience.

Instronal materials for lassroom simulationo Classroom eilmilabion

attIP s to create for the student teacher all of the relevant features of a

single classroom situation. Potentially, many different classroom could be

simulated, but presently the materials are limited to one group of sixth

graders rased 1%r. Land's Sixth Grade." Nr. Land ie the hypothetical super

vising teacher Trith whom the student teacher works during his simulated

experience. The simulation materiels include a complete set of cumulative

records for each of 22 youngsters in the hypothetical class. Each cumulative

record file includee standardised text data, achievement records, health

records, a summary of anecdotal records kept by !b. Lard, and a snapshot of

the child. In addition, there are printed nescripticns of a hypothetical

school, called "College Drove Niementsx7," and a coussaity ed. "College

Grove." The main body of materials used in the instructional phase isn.clndes

7:157.V.77-77.



orientation film showing Hr. Land working with his class in a typieal fashion,

and 60 problem on film, each of which poses situations to which T reacts as

if he were the actual teacher. Each problem situation on film cemee with

alternative "feedback sequences" designed to show T how Hr. Lazedle pupils

might react, to him under different circtanstances. A Single group or youngetere

was used tier:mahout the filming, and they were filmed so that they appeer to

be reacting directly to T as he views the problem sequences.

The 60 problem sequences are divided into three eets of 20 sequences

called Program I, II, and III . Each of the three programs correspond to one

school day and are roughly parallel in terms of types of problem included.

Half of the film sequences pose problems in classrocen managenent for the

student teacher, and the remaining are classed as coaanunication problems.

More detailed e.lescriptions are included in the appendix.

Instructiceezedure. The procedure described below is the procedure

which has been used most recently in the grazent research. The student

teachers (Ts) are instructed individually in a special laboratory facility.

The emulation facility is diagrammed in Figure 1.

First, T is oriented to the 9imulated classroom, "Mr. Land's Sixth Grade,"

and to the instructional procedure. Ts are oriented with a slide-tape

description of the classroom and a self-instructional prognm designed to

acquaint them with the children in Mr. Lend's clam, The orientation includes

an experience in the laboratory facility during which T observes Mr. Land

interacting with the children (on film) and during which T is asked to

"introduce" himself to the ebileleeeb.

Immediately following the orientation sequence, T is given a performance

test in the simulated classroom using one of 4-h" three instraotional programs

as stinnaus materials. T reacts to each of 20 problem sequences, and a

specially prepared rating protectors is erNployed to assign. romenrizai 'values
Fa

vtem1/4-5E,.c7«,
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9.
to his performance. The rating procedure is described in more detail in the

appendix. Appr,nxinately one hor is required to cemplete the pretest.

Next, actuel ii traction in the simulation facility begins. A problem

situation is projected on the screen, and T is requested to enact his response.

Depending on T's response, one of the alternative feedback sequences is

projected immediately following T's response. The feedback sequence shows

the pupae reacting to T in a particular way. Immediately -Zoilowin,g the

projection of the appropriate faSt;11,_k WIN:peace, E begins a line of question-
ing 0,incei at (1) determining now T perceived and diagnosed the problem, and

(z) assisting if in evaluating his own performance in the light of information

gained through the feedback sequence. E attairpts, through his questioning, to

direct T through a careful anakesis of the problem and to *emitter alterna-

tives to the way he responded to the problem. Alternative responses are

considered whether or not his response satisfies the palrbicular requirements

enployed in the rating procedure. Each time 7 considers an alternative

reeponse to a particular problaei, he is enocceraged to enact it. This is

accaeplIshui by reversing the p.. ejector and showing the problem sequence over

again, this time projecting a different feedback sequence. This cycle of

problem-responseefeedback-discaseion is repeated with each prolaan until both

T and B are satisfied that T has gained as much as can be expects i A.= the

particular problem!. 3,xsence. Then instruction is advanced to the next problee

on film. Typically, live to eight pa-obleas are completrod during oyle 50

mito period in the eimulation facility. Each is scheduled for instruction
in the simulation laboratory ono or two hours each week, and hie instruction

is continued thr©w one program consisting of 20 problem Salle11008.

After the instructicnal phase, Tie performance is tested again in the

sireelation facility using the last of the three sets of instructional programa.

The total time for cerientaticn, pretesting, instruction, and poetetesting.is



usually six to eight hours, not including time spent out of class studying the
cuntalative record files of the children*

ftatte cf fsThAajsmweleie The pzepose of the feedback sequences is
to constmnicate to T the most likely consequence of his behavior. For example,

iia problea sequence shows a gem of "keep away" begin spontaneous ly in the
classroom after recess period, T may try several, we to regain order. The

alternative feedback sequences show the youngsters settling dog in their
seats or centintdng to play their game. Xost problems have two alternative
feedback sequences, but sane have al many as three or fews.

Same Tiroblem sequences do not lend theanselves to the preparation of
"positive" or "negative" feedback. For maple, in another episode, Jack
approaches T and reports that he has been sick and should not be annwed to
play during recess. Usually, T either asks Jack for a note fray he ne or
responds in some way which does not require Jack to present a note. The

alternative feedback sequences show Jack either i.reeenting a note or returning
to his seat. The feedback sequences in this case are simply an extension of
the interaction between pupil and teacher, and provide T with a concrete
wimple to discuss with B and to evaluate in terms of supporting records and
the particular context of the :problem situation.

mineellgt gaga. Rating; standards were developed initially by a jury e
master teachers, in connection eekth the first research and development effort
described elsewhere Merit, 1963) . The origina set of instructional.
materials and rating standards have since been revised by the project staff.
The list of revised standards together with representative problem sequences
fran the instructional programs are included in the appendix. The standards
are actually ruled of procedure, applicable to problems of classroom manage-
meat &Yet coareunication. tech standard is stated so as to make the behevioral
aiteenttive clears What is considerrA desirable beheArio is contrasted with



what would be considered undesirable. The fleet standard, or instance,

covers classroom problems involving rules of procedure when T in not informed

of the rules. The standard states that in problems involving rulers of pro-

cedure, T should defer to a person in authority; he should not establish his
M A_own rules. Ti is important to remember that 1. .1.13 preaumeu, v.; ow IS OLUZIelar

teacher who is being supervised by Mr. Land, the regular classroom instructor.

While revising the original standards and instructional procedure for

purposes of the present research, it became evident that most problem sequences

involve more than one standard. For example the first problem sequence in

Program I involves two standards. Jackie statement that he has been ill for

the past week and should not be allowed to play at recess is the case

in point. According to present standards, the most effective way to handle

the situation is (l.) to communicate to Jack that Mr. Land will take care of

the situation, and (2) to respond in a manner which would be judged to be

Hsupporting." The point is, T is provided no basis for making a decision in

the matter. For all he knows, the school authorities ray have already estab-

lished rather definite rules regarding such matters, or Mr. Land may have

elready been in direct communication with Jack's parents. Consequently, the

standards suggest that T simply accept Jackie message at face value and assure

him that his problem will be resolved.

A rating of three (3) is assigaed when T's behavior is considered effec-

tive. by both etandas--ds; a rating of two (2) is assigned when one of the two

standards is met but not the othee; and the rating of one (1) ie e.esigaed when

Tie behavior is considered ineffootive by both standards. A zero (0) is

assigned when T fails to respond at all to the problem. Variations in the

rating procedure are employed with problems which involve only one standard,

or three standards. These variations are described more detail in ele

appendix.

(-1,17/CY-77,77-'9-777/
x



Vs assessment of each problem is rated *ay recording his description of

the stimulus situation and tallying the mnnber of items of information which

correspond to each of those listed for each problem, sequence. The selection

of salient items of information was made by' tie project staff using the

standards for each problem as criteria. In addition to the list of salient

its of information in the stimulus eituation (the i ilm), see problems

involve information which is included in the cumulative files or which was

transmitted previously in the particular simulated "day" (a program of 20

problem:). For example, in Program 1, Jack is the key figure in several

problem sequences. In each problem after the first one involving Jack, it is

considered important e'st T state the fact that Jack was sick during the

previous week. Without this information, Jack's behavior may be misinterpreted.

A composite rating for each T is made by summing the numerical ratings

assigned T. A minimum of 20 problem sequences is used for a basis for evalua-

ting T's performance.

Zoi21siws.cle . iwst 2112....,ocedure. Generally, ntmierical

ratings are not assigned during instruction. Instead the standards and

problem assessment criteria are used as examples of terminal behavior. As

indicated previously, during instruction each problem sequence is repeated

until vs performance reaches the criterion for the most effective response

and problem assessment. However, other alternatives to those indicated in

the standards are often considered in the discussions beteeen. E and T. When

Vs performance is being tested, the discussion following each problem is

eliminated except in so far as necessary to determine T's assessment of the

problem. Also, the feedback sequences are el3mixisted vhen. the materials ere

used in the testing mode.

,amatimpeoR ,,,Ammcwoomor
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esRa_ti.a.ninfasktra.,s,2nr" 42 During instruction and, testing, it has been

considered important that E rot reveal through his questissus arty information

which mid be of value to T in his effort to learn the mat effective

response and to properly airless the problem. The questioning technique is in

153521416y L vriaprr- vuluvaxa,ble b0 that whieh ice =ed. during inquiry please in

projective testing (for example, the Rorschach) . E is instructed to guard

against leading questions which reveal information inadvertently. Examples

of questions that are considered "neutral" as contrasted with "leading" or

"revealing" questions are listed below:

Rural cations L Or Re11113.
''fiat was the problem? Describe it
to me."

"Can you tell me more about it?"
"What else about the situation do
you think is important?"

"What did Jack say to you?"
"Do you think the school has any rules?"
for handling this kind of situation?"

"Row did the class react to Karen?"
"Do you remember what happened to Jack
earlier in the day?"

During instruction, it is sometimes necessary for E to prompt T when he

fails to make progress in his effort to learn the desired behaviors. The

particular prompts provide have not been standardized to date. As a general

rule, T is instructed to rely. as much as possible on existing records made

available to him during instruction, and on feedback provided regarding the

manner in which the children in Mr. Land's sixth grade respolui to him. T is

expected to try out different response methods until he "discovers" a satis-
fituttery. mm AA of TAnpnmAine.

Typically, after T has responded to a particular problem effectively

according to the rating standards, E Otated the standards to T. However, the

instructional procedure was not explicit in this regard dt,rthg the earlier

experiments. Characteristically, E simply acknowledged that Tie performance

aecorde..4ce with that which was recommended by the "ry of experts."

Under no ciroumstance3a, however, war T informed of the rating standards prior

to correctly perforsdng in accordance with thee,

0111.4,7
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Dotailed instructions

for each problem sequence were prepared so that E could refer to then directly

during instruction or testing. The format was designed oo as to enable E to

identify the necessary information quickly and aecurstely. At the top of

tig4ph RA+. evr Trintawl Q a for itskwiti tirs1 cep. wetek1n1 0.1Nrhcanne. ex aura imivi 4 wow 0...4% 4.1ftes.wywawmftw: wootawambrydoes. .....

situation is provided, typed exactly as it was to be ctumnicated to T. Next,

a description of the problem scene is Wed to serve as a reminder for E.

Of course, the problem scale was not communicated to T before being projlvted.

As part of the problen description, a "hold cue" is indicated which spec ses

where the film is to be stopped in the event that T does not respond while

the problem sequence is being projectae. Beneath the "hold cue" instructions,

standards and rating criteria for evaluating 'Ps response are detailed.

Iftmples of the detailed Instructional procedures for each problem

sequence are included in the appendix. All, instructional procedures are

written fee- use with a specialLy designed control system.

1
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III Related Research

Related efforts to develop simulation as an instructional medium were

reviewed briefly in the introductory paragraphs above. A more complete review.

has been written by I/leek (1965).

Perhaps one of the most mtensive developaents involving simulation has

been in connection with the System Training ocram (STP) of the System

Development Corporation (SDC). From the initial studies conducted in RAM's

System Develoixaent Laboratory (Chapnan, et al., 1959) it was concluded that

Air Force crews learned to operate an air defense center most efficiently when

they are allowed to practice the operation of the systm in a realistic setting
and to evaluate their own performance after each exercise.

Since the earlier studies s much has been written at SIX about the program,

but maw queetions still remain unanswered. Evidently one of the key factors

contributing to the success of STP is the provision of information to the

learners about the events which follow their actions in the simulated setting.

This information, called "feedback," permits the learner to evaluate his own

aetion and to decide whether to continue doing, the same thing or to try some

other way of handling the situation.

A research effort ecepleted at Oregon's Teaching Research Division

(Kerah, 1963) tested variations in size and motion in the projected classroom

scenes of the originaX "Kr. Land's Sixth Grade," (the first version of the

simulated claearoan used in this; present reseerch). A total of college

juniors were assigned randanly to four experimental groups and trained :131 an

earlier development of the simulation facility at Oregaa College of Education.

The "realistic" display employed life-size sound metieek pictures, aed the

leaat realistic Tmployed still pa eiections greatl7 reduces in size. Per ter:nonce

ratings before and after instruction were used to compare the eitectimenese of

the IfIV.'0 or less realistic pro;iectione in the simulation. Other ccerpevisacte

"TWOVellaWesalicryg,



were made on the basis of the number of trials 'required to reach criterion

kinting the instructional phase, and the self reports of Ts' reactions to changes

and display mode and to the medium as a whole.

Analysis of variance techniques were used in the statistical analysis.

The smaller, lees realistic display was found to be more effective than the

life-size projection in terms of the Tel post-test scores (p .05"), and more

practice trials were required with motion pictures than with still projection
(p 4.01). However, Ts reported that the more realistic mode of Presentation

produced sensations of tension, fear, and frustration which were notabl,y absent

when the lees realistic mode was used.

These findings are not inconsistent with previous studies with flight

simulation which indicate that high fidelity is not of particular importance

(Adams, 1962). It was concluded, however, that the data from the classroom

siaralation study actually may have reflected a complex interaction between T, s
initial expnure to the more realistic display and his individualized instruc-

tion in the less realistic mode. Prior to the instructional phase of the
experiment, one and one half hcrezle were devoted to orientation and testing, all
of which employed the more realist: c large motion picture projection. The

experimental design failed to control for the learning which may lave resulted

from this experience; all Ts were oriented and pretested in the same manner.

The total affect may explain the superior performance of etudents having

instruction in the small-screen mode. Further experlinentation was recceenended

to determine whether it is necessary to provide experience with the realistic

followed by the less realistic in order to produce the effects revealed by the
rrevioun experiment.

It is entir4r possible that the student teacher first should experience

the emotional impact of a oismeroal of children in a variety of streasful
situations and then practice effective ways of teaching under more relaxed
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(althasgh not lees specific or detailed) circumstances. Perhaps it makes little

difference during actual instruction whether the stimulus materials are more or

less "realistic" just so they provide T with the opportunity to analyze and to

enact responses repeatedly under supervision.

It is ale° likely that results of a cmparable performance test in a real

classroom would be different. Vs performance in a real setting is, a course,

the ultimate criterion, The transfer effects of practice in the more realistic

simulation, if any, may not become evident until T is observed during actual

practice teaching.

%leek (1965) has also studied the effects of the clasarocn simulation

facility using "Mr. Land's Sixth Grade, " as instructional materials. Vicek

used the revised films and techniques which were caployed in the present

research effort. it though he did not manipulate the instructional procedure so

as to provide for more or less realism in the display, he did study the

transfer value of simulation instruction in a real classroom setting.

Vlcek selected student teachers from a junior level elmentary education

course at Michigan State University and assigned them randomly to an expeTi-

mental and a control group, each of which was classified in terns of high and

low grade point averages. The experimental group received approximately nine

hours of classroom simulation experience in a laboratory training facility

modeled after the one employed in the Oregon studies conducted by the present

writer. VIcelcis experimental group received nine hours of classroom simulation

experience while his control group received an orientation session only.

Neither group was pretested in the classroem simulation Laboratory, but each

was tested in the simulation laboratory after completirk, their respective

treatments (orientation only or orientation -plus instruction), and were rated

Ansel° s experimental group performed eignificantlzr better than did his control

by a procedure based on that 'which was employed in the present research.
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group in acting out their responses to posttest problems. However, no

statistically significant difference was found in the two groups' ability to

accurately describe the problem after viewing the film's. sequence.

Vicek selected Ts who were to enroll in student teaching the semester

ignediately following their experience in the simulated classroom. This

procedure is in contrast with those employed in the prrsent study wherein Ts

were observed diving student teaching approximately one year later. Vicek

found that in the actual clactirom his experimental group applied a ;Teeter

number of the teaching principles (standards) taught in the simulated class
room than did the control group. Also, evidence remorded by Ts on a

"confidence ecale" and "attitude scale," provided vtrong support for VIceitis

hypothesis that classroom simulation increases Ts, satconfidence in ability
to teach, and indicated that Ts consider simulatioc to be very valuable.

On the nvigative side, noels, s findings indicate that simulation training

dose not insure that Ts will be more effective in directing the classroom

behavior of their pupils. Although his experimental group applied a greater

rimer of the teaching principles taught, their efforts were aixo more

frequartly judged to be ineffective. In other words, Ts trio did not have

experience In the simulated classroom employed fewer "teaching principles"

but also were judged to have greater success in their Limited efforts.

Vicek's findings regarding the transfer effects of simulation instruction

could be interpreted to mean that student teachers do learn principles of

instruction which are transferred to the classrocc, but that the particular

principles learned in M. Land's Sixth Grade are not eeect.ive. This, in

fact, is the interpretation which teak makes. If so, it must be concluded

that the "experts" tho established the standards were wrong. Another possible

interpretation is that his findings iztdieste that teachers who try a greater

number of different ways of handling problematic situation.._, in the classroom

,....1!""111111141111.11171."."771"."11 , cam; p
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may fail in their attempts more frequently than teachers who experiment less

frequently. In any event, and in the opinion of the present writer: it is far
more important to know that teaching methods learned fran simulation instrac-

ticn do transfer to the classroom. New standards may always be rleveloped.

Dimensions of realism. It is not possible to study all varlahlm which

might conceivably contribute to the nrealism"..of Mr. Land's Sixth Grade nor

would the research "yield" frets an exhaustive study be likelv to iiir.$3.11.t the

effort even if it were possible. For example, same variables listed by Ryans

(1963) as "external information in its" wbich are obviously important far Sallie

problems were purposely not included in present simulation, imause the

particular clatleroan problems employed in "Mr. Lars Sixth Gractan d1 not
require the inizrmaen. Also the decision was made not to study such

variables al the description of the school and community because it was con-

sidered unlikely that a more detailed description would Liter tUy learning

axwience, and amthf:s of great developiantal or theoretidal importance mould

be ward from such a tea.
Other variables such as size and motion in the projection are more 111celF

to influence learriing in the simulated setting. Also, from the practical

standpoiza., it is of extreme practical importance in the development of emu-

lett= techniques involving visual projections to know whether or not it is
necessaey to project a life-size motion picture. If stall images are satis
factory, the development of low-cost simulation techniques would be greatly
enhanced.

Consequently, selection of tie variables to include in the present develop-

developmental research effort (using Mr. Land's Sixth Grade as the research

vehicle) was made on the basis of both practical and research eccpediency.
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In term of Ryan& model of tho "teacher informatim processing system"

(Ryan, 1963), the follo-yritv independeet variables pertaining to realism in

simulation werc* considered worthy of further

L External information iv puts:

Lita-si2e (realistic) em *mall (11mum14=tig.) vlm^420ti'alst Of
assn.= pzkob?,,aas cbarlaw (a) orientation andr.pAtest,ms, arei
(b) during actual itudruction.

?. l c;.; twits:

Feedback information ccenunicated verbally (unrealistic: or by
sound motion pictarez (realistic).

3. Student teacher informatice prweesing:

Responne to problems enacted by T (realistic) or verbalized
(unrealie.io).
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IV Experiment I: Image Site and Feedback Node

The first experiment was designed to answer questions concerning three

instructional variables: (1) the size of projected image during orientation and

pretest phase, (2) the size of projected leap during Instructional phase, and

(3) feedback mode, whether ca nmunicated by motion pictures (visualized) or

earlier experiment conducted by this present writer (Kersh, 1963), using ney

One objective was to provide evidence to corroborate the findings of the

described by E (verbalized).

and improved motion picture films and refined testing procedures.

A second objective of the experiment was to determine whether the size of

the motion picture projection during orientation and pretesting influences

learning as measured by poet-test performance. Previous findings (Kersh, 1963)

were based on evidence which did not control for the possible effect of

orientation"preteat image size =learning. It has been suggested that there

my be an interaction effect between image size employed during orientation ana

preteeting, and that which is employed during instruction (Kerala, 1963, p. 51).

Ts reported in previous research that the more realistic node of presentation

produced sensations of tension, fear, and frustration which were not reported

when they worked with the amiall motion picture projections. Perhaps if wan

size projections were to be employed thrmighout the orientation and pretesting,

as well as the itistructioral sequences, the findings of the preview; experiment

would not have favored the use of email projected images.

The t" trd objective of the experiment was to test the relative importance

cif provieleg "realistic:, feedback to T regarding the possible consequences of

his behavior in the einelated claseromn. For this test, motion picture projec-

tions (visual feedback) were compered with descriptions by E (verbalised) .

Actual, "visual feedback" was sometimes interapereed with "verbal

feedback," (see instructions in append 1x). However, motion Pictures

predeednated the visual feedback mode.
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A total of eigr.: 4.10mbinations of the instructional variables in a

2 x 2 x 2 factorial design 1;,:-ziitted a test of both the interaction and the

main effects of the three variables. '`.=t4 eight treatment groups were identi-

fied as fallow (see Table 1):

1. Large-large (vie): Large (Life-size) proiections

Um and pretest; large projections employed during instruction;

and visualized feedback (motion picture projections equivalent

to that used during instruction).

2. Ifftge-small, (vie): Large projections employed during orienta-

tion and pretest; small projections (approximately one foot by

two feet); during instruction; with visualized feedback.

3. §maillare vLiA: Small projections employed during orienta-

tion and pretest; large projections during instruction; with

visualized feedback.

4. : Small projections employed during orients-.

tion and pretest; sman projections during instruction; with

visualized feedback.

5. W egtkrteaveri: LargG projections during orientation and

pretest; large projections during instruction; with verbalized

feedback (described by E, without the use of motion pictures).

6. Lrgs..amaU (very: Large projections employed during orienta-

tion and pretest; small projections; with verbalized feedback.

7. Small-largektkr : Small projections employed during orienta-

tion and pretest; large projections during instruction; with

verbalized feedback.

8. liztri: Small. projections employed during orienta-

tion and pretest; small projections durinz imatructicart; with

verbalized feedback.

,7s
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Cambinations for lbcperiment I

f,n ,80)

J=111411.1111111011111160.141111111111111

Orientation-Pretest bulge Size

Visual

Large
QM,

Small
INONIPOOP iamb: alifOREMNIM~NO

Feedback 10* 10 10 10

Verbal
Feedback 10 10 10 10

111111111111111WAIMIMIle .110111111111116411111 ..../11/0/2241~1/0

Large Smell Large Small

Instruction image Size

11ZIONMINgerel~aUPWIrl.A.M.111162416

* Number. in each treatment 'combination group

23.
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lo be answered. The experiment use designed to answer specific

questions, and comparisons to be made in the analysis were planned accordingly.

The following questions were to be answered:

1. Do the groups which were oriented and pretested in the large projec-

tion mode differ In poet-teat performance from those willeh ward oriented find

pretested in the small projection mode?

2. Do the groups which received visual feedback during instruction differ

in their post-test performance from those who received verbalized feedback?

3. Do groups which were instructed in the large projection mode differ

in their post-test performance from those which were instructed in thy small

projection mode?

4. Are there am differences in post-test performance among the various

treatment combination pcupv. indicating that particular interaction effects

occur when the instructional treatments are combined?

The statistical analysis consisted of translating the questione into null

hypotheses, then testing the hypothesw using a probability equal to or less

than .05 as criterion (p(.05). Due to practical problems in clata gathering,

the sample size was necessarily smell, -but it was presumed from previous

findings (Kersh, 1963) that mean differences in the magnitude of three

(performance test total scores) would be statistically significant with samples

of size 20. This assumption was corroborated by calculations of the estimated

power of the statistical teat to be employed, using the procedures outlined by

Winer (1962, p. 104).

.1-4.1.st. Student teacher (Ts) were elected from a junior
lev-ol course called "junior block" at Oregon College of Education. Data

gathering was continued for four quarters, beginning winter quarter, 1964.

Participation in the classroom simeation instruction was made a requirement

of the course along with other practickm experiences such. as -4,-.:tstriring in
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elemeary claesrouns, assisting en the plwground, and teaching a short

lesson in reading to a small group of elemertam school students. The subject-

matter content of the course was educational psychology d general methods of

teaching at the elementary level.

Although every student in the junior block course was provided instruc-

tion in the classroom simulation facility, those who did not participate as

subjects in the experiment were screened out on the following basis;

1. Those over 25 years of age were elisdnated.

2. Those with any teaching experience beyond incidental experience as a

high school cadet teacher or Sunday-school teacher were ,aliminated.

3. All those scoring 34 and above on the pretest were el eiainated.

At' the beginning of each quarter, Ts were screened and assigned to

experimental treatment caubination groups by random procedu, The following

assignment procedure was employed each term:

1. All eligible Ts in the junior block course were ranked by scores

on the College trance Exam Board Test, and separateld 4 sex,

2. By dividing each list into levels and assigning at randcm from

each level, Ts were assigned (a) to a large or small image pretest

group, and (b) to receive one of the three sets of problems

(Program 1, II, III) as the pretest.

3. After pretest scores were available, those scoring 34 and below

on the pretest were assigned to the four remaining treatment

combination groups within each pretest group.

4. Finallor, each T was assigned to one of the two expel:v.1E101W.

instructors (Es). After the entire class was scheduled ,ecr the

quarter, the weekly schedule was divided into two-hour time blocks,

and the two Es alternated throughcolt each days taking whoevelu was

scheduled within their rsrticular time period. Ts did mot have a

choice of instructor.
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Data gathering was continued until a minimum of ten Ts successfully

completed instruction in each of the eight treatment canbinationss employed

in the experiment.

Orie....10i'aglo Student teachers in the junior block course were introduced

to claesrocm elearlation during the first and second weeks of each term.

riarfLag a regular claw period, the entire clue was introduced to "Mr. Landis

Sixth Grade," and were told generally how instruction would proceed during the

term. The class was told that they were participating in an experiment and

that slightly different instructional procedures would be employed with

different individuals. At the same time, they were advised that everyone

woad have a profitable instructional experience, i.e., that there would be no

"control groups" involving substitute types of instruction. During the first

meeting with the class, the printed materials describing the school and the

ccennunity, and the cumulative record files were made available on a check-out

basis. Students were instructed to stir** the materials in preparation for

their first schiAuled session in the classroom simulation laboratory. Finally,

Ts were scheduled for the first session in the laboratory facility.

The following week, each T was further oriented and pretested individually

during a one-and-one -half hour session in the classrocca simulation laboratory.

During this session, each T was shown a motion picture sequence of I. Land

and his students, was allowed to practice identifying atudents by name, and

was asked to "introduce hie....gaelf" to the class virile the motitta picture showed

the students listening attentively to T. This final. orientation sequence

usually lasted approximately one-half hour, and was followed immediately by

the pretest.

The pretest consisted of 20 problem sequences to whiCh T was asked to

respond by enacting how he would handle the (situation. Itaof voblem was shown

on &y once, and discussion of the problem was limited tu c.ineetions asked 17 E,
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concerning T to asseczne3nt of the particular problem. No feedback sequences

were ekes. The pretest of 20 problem sequences was typically completed

within one hour. 4

kilku.stamel3. Am. Instruction was begun the week fallowing completion

orientation erg prateatinig, being a different est of problems (randomly

selected frac one of the two remaining sets of 20 problem sequences). T was

allowed to practice each problera repeatedly until his performance could be
rated as "most effective" by the prescribed standards.

Instruction was started for each c)robleca sequence by E reading fires the

instructional materials that information which described the "setting" of the
problem. The setting included tha particular activity in which the .c3iss.:was

engaged at the beginning of the problem, the location of Mr. Land, Vs position
in the classrooms and any other pertinent information.

Next, B started the motion picture projection of the problem and observed
T13 reaction to it. At the point when T began his response, the forward motion
of the projector was stopped on a single frame, melting it appear to T as though
the children had suddenly been "frozen."

As soon as T completed his response to the. problem, B selected a feeel-ack

sequence (or described it depending on the exparimental treatment involved) .

After the feedback sequence, B began a line of increizy with T during

which he asked T to mesas the problem and to evaluate his anon response in

accordance with the feedback. PYequently, this discussion led to considera-
tion of information contained in the cienulative record files of the children,
or to a review of previous problems in the set involving a particular child.

Normally, a particular problem sequence was rt.:vier:1 two or more times,

and T made two or more different responses to it before B moved to the next

problem in the instru,ctionel sequence. It ne not uncommon for B to refer to
the standards established by the njury of expertsu which were used as a basis

ailvnvovonuwmiuossrtwwnvr--misomuiowPmirarrvlmrmrrlrkrum.RrPrrrr7,!:__7'7",F'7'"'''"'"'""7"r'"'''"'",77:M
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for rating T's performance and assessment of the problem. However, Es were

instructed not to reveal the standard to T until, he performed effectively in
accordance with the standards. Also, E was instructed to continue instruction
with a single problem sequence at least =Ail T performed sati:,''actorily in
accordance with the standards. E was allowed to repeat a PIAMIF-4 call ii rraulcz.

sequecce up to 10 times until necessary, but it was seldan necessary to repeat
a problem more than five times. Normally, the total. of 20 problem eeguences

-cirere canpleted within three or four 50 minute sessions.

The Most Ts were post-tested during the week following the

completion of instruction. The post-test procedure WEJ the ems as the
pretest except that a new set of problems were employed, and all Ts were

tested with life-size projections of the children. Each T was tested vith the
one set of 20 problems remaining ou of the three eets used in the experiment.

In the few minutes remaining of the hour scheduled for post-testing, each
T was asked to evaluate his experience in the simulated classroom by anewering

Lour queekioas:

1. How do you feel about your simulation experience?

2, Do you prefer the large as contrasted with the small projections
of children? (This question was asked only of those 'Eno were

exposed to both screen sizes.)

3. During instruction, we either projected motion piotureo showing

how the children would react to you or we simply described how

they might react. In your ease, we (state which feedback mode

was useu) . Which method of providing feedback do you feel is
most helpftl?

4. Do you have any recommendations c suggestions for improving

the instructional procedure?
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The number of tines T practiced each problem sequence during instruction

also was used as a criterion measure. Theoretically, there could be a range

of 180 repetitions (20-20D repetitions) because each T was allowed to practice

each problem sequence up to 10 times, Fran previous research (Kereh, 1963),

using different motion picture sequences but substantially the same instruc-

tional procedures, canparable Ts were observed to complete 20 problem sequences

in an average of 43 practice triale (approximately two trials per problem).

Furthermore) when still projections of children were employed instead of

motion pictures, Ts required significantly fewer practice trials to complete

instruction. Fi-an the findings of the previous study it was concluded that,

when describing the problem to T as was required when still projections were

weed, E revealed important aspects of each problem directly to T. When motion

pictures are used, by cantrast, T is required to identify the same important

aspects of each problem without help, and while being exposed to a great many

more distracting cues fran the motion picture projections.

R retest tetest. The performance test used in the

present experiment as a pretest and post-test was the same that had been

developed in connection with the previous research effort (Kersh, 1963). The

motion picture sequences had been revised and new films made of a different

class, but the problem sequences ware in every other respect identical to the

original ones. Only the children's names were different, and in many cases,

the feedback sequences were changed or additional ones provided. These

changes in no way altered the performance test procedures and standards because

the feedback sequences were not used during- testing.

The two research staff members who had originally been trained as

experimental instructors (Es) were also employed in the present research.

Consequently, interrater reliability estimates fray the previous research

effort also are applicable to the present. At that time, the two Es observed
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and rated 24 Ts simultaneously, and their independent ratings correlated +.68.

For purposes of the present research effort, both n simultaneously observed

and rated a sufficient number of Ts during the pretesting period at the

beginning of each quarter to be certain that they were still in close
agreement. In effect, they were constantly striving together to impeove the

reliability of the rating procedure. Throughout the data gathering, the two

Es consistently rated the same Ts inciependently within three total score

points of each other.

Each term the two Es each instructed approximately csie half of the

available Ts, so that approximately the same number of Ts were instructed by

each instructor in every treatment- combination group.

The reliability of the "index of .earning rate" (number of practice

trials per set of 20 problems) was estimated by comparing the mewl number of

practice trials per student for each of the two experimer.ta.l. :1z:5i-tractors.

This gross comparison indicated that the ten Es differed in number of practice

trials. tree E tended to encourage his stxtdent teachers to practice more

frequently than did the other; The mean number of practice trials was 40.35

for Ts instructed by the first instructor, and was 30.68 practice trials for

students instructed by the second instructor. Subsequent investigation

revealed that the first E tended to more frequently "rate" Ts during

instruction on the basis of or s description of what he planned to do on the

last practice trial. Consequently, the second E systematically elixainated

what would normally be the last practice trial simply because it appeared

redundant to do so after T hail already verbalized how he would respond.

A mere complete analysis of instruction differences is reported in Chapter VI

of this report.
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Re..ata

Mean pretest are pest-tcet scores for each treatment combination crew

aZic:mn in Table 1.1. Since Ts were assigned to treatment groups by =Idea

procedures, the observed differences in pretest means are presumed to ref.lee,

el-lance fluctuations in performance. In fact, this easumptioreis supported

by analysis or variance (net shown) which indicated that the d.ifferemees are

not statistically reliable. Carusequently, differences in the post-test scares

are w..esumed to ealect effects of the experimental treatments and_ treatment

canbinations

Table 1.2 summarizes the analysis of variance of post-test scores. As is

indicated, the observed differences in the main effects of crientation.-pretest

image size are statistically significant (p < .01) , and the interaction of

orientation-pretest size and feedback mode (OP x F) approaches significance

at the .05 probability

The mean of the group which was pretested with smaXi. images vas 43.20,

and the mean for the group pretested with large images was 40.58. It mor be

presumed that employing small telges in the pretest enhances instruction

slightly. These findings, heeever, do not corroborate the findings of the

first researeh project (Xersh, 1963) which indicated that well size

projections during instruction also enhance learning. In the present

experiment differences between means of Ts instructed with the large and

small size images were not statistically significant.

Observed differences i.e, the pattern of means suggested that the OP x F

interaction effect could well be an inknortont awe, so post -test some were

adjusted by analysis of covariance techniques, using pretest scores as the

concomitant variable. This procedure was justified on the groueds that obzerved

differences in pretest means do not reflect effects of the experimental treat-

ment (orientation-pretest size). Rather, differences in pretest scores refle-ot

individual differences in teaching competency as measured, by the pretest.
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Table 1.1

Mean Pretest =1 Post-teat Scores for lbcperimmt I Treatment Groups
11111001M11111111111111111111111.111111PLV9Zug..,...-tfacrzolemme.0. NamierstarawarrasseasmaftrowasmorasemormeripsonsOmmialmorgri -zartaaaaarasammisammoommosour

Treatment Group Pretest Poet -teat
441111/01011111101011

37.90torr0 1 fazfill4 (Via

anomonalimmewaramm anwanavoseriaarrossassman

29e90

Large-mall (vie) 27.60 39.60

Small-large .(vie) 28.50 43060

S.-1, (vie) 27.80 42.90

Large-large (visr) 29.00 43.00

Urge-wall (var) 29.20 0..80

Small. -be (ger) 27.70 43.50

Small-small (ver) 27.80 42.80

Table 1.2

Experiment I Analysis of Variance &may: Poat-test Zcores
IP .11111117

Source

Orientation-Pretest Image Size (OP)

7..ainIxtg Image Size (T)

?c.a.-aback Mode (F)

OP x T

OP x P

T x

OPxTzP

aim

Total
aftwarmero

p cc .01

sit 113

11=1111 IMINIPI000 asemmemywaig,

1 137.81 7.4e**

1 1.01

1 63.01 3.42

1 4.52

1 70.32 3.82

1 10.52

1 10:50

72 18.42

MEM

79
.1+

=OM

7."7'77-1"."`""77-17'117,77"-7"77-",""r,dirtr!",'"'"'""1",werolrinumemimmit.,--mromm
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AdjuAted post-test means for the various treatment com bination groups .

ere shown in Teble 1,3. 4.atea1 chows in post-test means are minimal (see

Table 1.1 for comparison) , but the analysis of covariance summary in Table 1.4

does 'Indicate that the interaction effects of orientation-pretest size and

feedback mode is statistically significant

Figure 2 show a profile of means for treatment combination group

involved. As is indicated, Ts who were oriented and pretested with the small

images performed equally uell in either the visual or verbal feedback mode.

Ts eta were oriented and pretested with large images, on the other hand, .

responded differe ntly to instruction with vieual and verbal feedbaek. Their

scores on the post -test were slightly lower when they were instructed with

visual feedback.

Rtt.r2gRmLsgmttm.eakedsttst. The first question after

the post -test asked for a general reaction trail T, the second and third asked

Tie reaction to screen size and feedback mode, and the fourth asked for

specific recommendation for improving the claserocm simulation.

1s epees to the first question are sunmardzed in Table 1.5. Eighty Ts

provided 295 responses, or an average of slightly less than four responses per

T. Foerty-six Ts said they felt that the experience was generally beneficial,

and 31 reported that they gained insight regarding the general classrocta be-

havior of children. The other responses are recoreed in order of frequency.

It is noteworthy that, although al:ember of specific criticisms were leveled

at the instructional procedure and mechanics of the laboratory facility-, only

one person felt that the experience was not generally beneficial.

Table 1.6 records the water who preferred large or email projections.

Only the responses of those who had both large and small projections were

recorded. As is indicated, two-thirds of those who had both large and small

projections indicated that they preferred the large projections.
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Table 1.3

Adjusted Treatment Group Means for Experiment I Post-test Sown
aM111118110110.1MIWINIIII51111.4.

Treatment Group

Largelarge (vie)

Large-small (vie)

Small-large (vie)

Small-small Nis)

Large-largo (ver)

large-small (vet)

SzAll-large (vet)

EZPA11.43me,11. (ver)

Post-test
w fro

lft 01

39.42

43.61

42.77

L*4 ,10

41.96

43.34

42.67

Table 1.4

Experimeat I Analysis of Covariance Suimpary: Post-test Scores

Source

Orientation-Pretest Image Size OP)

Training Image Size (T)

Feedback Mode (F)

OP x T

OP x F

T x F

OPxTxP

Error

Total

df Mg

1 114.93

1. 2.67

1 62.64

1 3.14

1 76.15

1 6.00

1 8.04

71 18.05

78

P

6.37*

3.47

4.22'

* p .05
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Small, Pretest Image

Large Pretest Mmage

malorwm.summam 4,,
Vi Verb4-1

Feedback Node

Figure 2. Profile of ms showing interaction effect of
orimmtetion-preast image size Ind feedback mode.

35.
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Table 1.5

Question 1. How do you feel abmt your eimilation experience?
illinanwroinm0.1av

Responses

36.

Generally beneficial

Gained insight regarding general classroom behavior of children.

Approve of ,Torced reaction,' to problems.

Problems were realistic.

Children were realicic.

Felt nervous, threa,terad or frustrate&

Improved 'Its observational techniques.

Apprehetsiorz dirAnisheAl with experience in simulated classroom.

Problms waes *unrealistic.

Children were unrealistic.

Helped Tte work in Education courses.

Gained general insight regarding classroom behavior of teacher.

f

46

31

29

26

21

20

19

16

12

a

a

Disapprove of "forced reaction,' to problems. 7

Felt interaction with E was beneficial. 6

Had difficulty perceiving cues. 3

Helped build confidence 3

Had no difficulty perceiving cues 2

Approve of opportunity to practice Nanning situations different ways. 2

Generally act beneficial. 1

Miscellaneous comments by one T. 10

Connests which were not clearly recorded.
I I P I I I I I I I I 110

Total responses from 60 Ts 295



Table 1.6

Question 2. Do you prefer the large or the small
projections of the children?

Al I. ill=11111111MERIIMA.

Response Category

VIEW11111111%

Prefer large iwages

Prefer small images

No preference

Not recorded (Large -large treatment groups)

Total responses

GPOINIVItlMall

-11

f
110111111111011111111

40

U

9

20

011[711101111.

80

37.

Table 1.7 summarizes the responses to questions concerning the visual and

verbal feedback. A total of 51 out of 80 Ts indicated that they preferred the

visual and 14 preferred the verbal. The remainder had no opinion or expressed

no comment. Notice, however, that there is a tendency for Ts to prefer the

particular mode in which they were instructed. The visualized feedback was

occasionally interspersed with verbal feedback because the feedback sequences

on film were not always appropriate for particular responses to the problem.

Nevertheless, there was a distinct majority preference for visual displays.

Recommendations generally for improving classroom simulation are

summarized in Table 1.8. A total of 141 responses were recorded for the

question, or art average of slightly less than two responses per person.

Although interesting, the distibution of recommendations is relatively large

with no recommendation being particularly outstanding.
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Table 1.7

Question 3. Which method of providing feedback
do you feel is most helpful?

Response Category
.41111.1111111

A. Those having visual feedback

Prefer visual 33

Prefer verbal

No opinion

No comment recorded 5

B. Those having verbal feedback

Prefer visual 18

Prefer verbal 13

No opinion, 5

No comment recorded

Total

4

4111110011:11111110

80
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QUestiOn040 Do you have stay recommendations or suggestions for improving

A Dift4ww. 811./.1m4vvinew

the instructional procedure?
e

Recamnendations

tt

39.

Table LS

.41..ameato...raw

AAA% vie *0 aiwoomNarmee

Provide more orientation experience
Explain more about technique to T
Provide more background on class
gliminate pretest
iProvide more information on sequence of problems
Orient and pretest on separate days
)Sak records more accessible
Explain rating system
Test individually
Provide prior classroom experience
Simulate interview with Mr. Land
Provide more information on T-supervising teacher relationship 1
Check-out orientation slides 1

15

1

2
2
2

5
3

1
1

1
1 11

B. Training Situation

Discuss pretest sequence (problems) 3
Give T knowledge of success during pretest 2
One E only 1
Provide more discussion about problems 1
gore review 1.

Advise To to review folders 3.

Recommend more visual feedback 1

C. Place in Educational Program

Use with "Block!' courses 13
Use with sophomore courses 9
Use in groups 2
Use with junior courses 1
Use to replace block observation 1

D. Mechanical

Improve seating chart pictures
Improve sound
Vary screen size
Mak" oar:sari 'I inert,
Use ally large screen
T should be able to stop film
Training facility should be 1a_rger

3
3

1

1

1
1

1

rsfsr'w'Tgwmrlrm"rmrmn""mmTr"'"wld"wll'rl"""mu"."4"mlmirrr,7IWPTWlr
0



Table 1.8 (Cont'd.)

AMINOMMI..wammimmaan na",.....640e.

-commendations

E. Miscellaneous

aaNCIEMmaNNFOONNINIP

4Q.

onImmumpnoirra=,, 411111WilleMilm aneftwarIMINmmmonlINIIM

X wad reocznerd it to others
Gave no recommendation for imprIvement

Ambiguous or incomplete statements
Prov'le films for different age levels
Provide films for other school activities
Combat bad image
Don't call tests "tests"
Liked choosing alternate responses
Provide contact with the real ctlass later
Liked inturect questioning of E
Combat leakage of problems aid solutions

a2111....1.72,41101CIIIININW

f
as-VINWID.

27
1/L

5

3
3
1

1
1
1

TWPAIMANIWWWW11411.1001
-41
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Discussion

In simple terms, answers to the questions posed before the experimemt

are as follows, (based on present findings):

1. Yes, groups whica are oriented and pretested in the large

projection mode differ in the post-test performance from those

which are oriented ead pretested in the small project modes.

Those which are oriented and pretested in the mall projection

mode tend to score slightly higher on the post-test.

2. No, groups which receive visual feedback during instruction

do not differ markedly in their post-test performance from

those who receive verbalized feedback.

3. No, groups vhich are instructed in the large projection

mode do not differ markedly in their post-test perSoemance

from those vhich are instructed in the small projection mode.

4. Yes, there are particular interaction effects which occur

when the instructional treatments are combined. Groups

pretested in the large projection mode perform slightly

better on the post-tast when instructed with verbalized

feedback ..s contrasted with visual feedback). Groups

pretested with small projections perform equally well on the

post-test after instruction with either feedback mode.

The findings indicate that less realistic (small) projections result in

higher post -test, performance scores than life size (realistic) displays.

However, observed differences between treatment groups are very small even

thzugh statistically significant.

If existing evidence were used as a basis for developing a sipulation

facility which would maximize instractiom (recognising that additional gains

in performance would be very email at best), findings fran present and



previous studies would support the use of small projections throughout criem-

tation and instruction. Thus, the instructional media could be made adaptable

for use in a much less elaborate And less expensive laboratory facility.

Conceivably, an instructional facility could be developed for use mith

eight =4 motion picture :rojectors, perhaps cf the newer cartridge-loading,

self threading type, so that the stldent teacher himself' could manipulate the

controls _.nd replace film cartridges in accordance with widen instructions.

Conceivably, instructs ^,' ,ould be provided to several student teachers

simultaneously with equal effectiveness, and at consido'stae reduction in

operating costs. Instruction could also be grouppaced.

Experiment II, reported in the following section, tests the importance

of T overtly enacting responses to the motion picture sequences as contrasted

with simply describing what he mould do. If overtly enacting responses to

the problem sequences is also of littie consequence, further development of

instructional media along the lines indicated above would receive further

justification.

In the introductory sections of this present report, it was argued that

the use of life size projections during orientation and pretesting followed

by less realistic small projections during the instructional phase could

result in increased learning. It was originally argued that the sequential

effect of large followed by small projections wad first of all motivate the

student, then enable him, to practice under conditions which would be more

conducive to learning. 'resent findings are not supportive to this

explanation of the previous findings.
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V Experimarb Response Hole

The second experiment was designed to answer the following question

concerning Tits mode of response during instructinm-

Do Ts who erect responses to the problem on film &Stir

in their post-test performance from those who simply describe

how they would respond?

Responding overtly was censidered to be a more realistic mode than

verbally responding to the problem because the enacted response more nearely

approxteentes the response T makes during actual instructien. The experiment

compared one treatment against the other, us +.g wet-performance in the

simule.tion facility as the crite:fong

Experimental Design

Data gathering was contirmed as in Bbcperimeet I with Ta selected ":.rem

the junior block course at Oregon College of Education during winter and

spring quarters, 1965. Data gathering continued until a minimum of 15 Ta had

completed instruction in each of two treatment categories identified as

follows:

1. Enactes nse. Individualized instruction was provided

with each T enacting his response to aneth efeoblem sequence.

2. Verbalized re, sponse. Individualized instrection was provided,

but with each T describing rather than enacting his responses

to the problems.

atdigas,,usakinu, Subjects were screened on the basis of age and

previous teaching experience ete Esere...rireent I, Vet the full. range of

pretest scores was Included. Instead of orienting and pretesting each T

irraviduelly, group procedures were employed. The following steps ware taken

each term in assigateg Ts to experimental groups:
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1. All Ts in the junior block course were ranked b College Entrance

Exam Board acmes and sex afe 3n ',thee inapt Io

2. Each T was assigned to one of three groups by table of random

numbers, arid each grcup was pretested by a different set of

problem sequences (Program I, II, III).

3. Ts were oriented and pretested in groups, using specially

prepared response isheetsto recceed their reepcneee. The

timing of their response to eaob problem was indicated by a

record of elapaed tire recorded by each T. A timing device

was employed which projected numbers on the screen at two

second intervals while each problem es:Nonce was being projected.

4. The written resporteet wive scored using revised scoring

stuck/Yeas (referred to in Chapter II). Where timing of

response eerved as a criterion for scoring, the record of

elapsed time reeerded by Ts was used.

Ts wore assigned to one of the two experimental treatment

grove by a table of random numbers.

6 Ts were assigned a meeting time for individualized instruction

in the simulation laboratory, and the two Es alternated

instemetion throughout the week in three hour blocks. Ts were

not given o. choice of instructcr.

.NamegLaWtmeu20LF22s. The revised instructions

and standards referred to in Chapter II were employed in ittperiment II. In

adelition, a slightly different instructional peceedure was employed. In the

socorid experiment, instruction was continued unw.l. T made at let two

responses, to each problem, one representing the reeponse considered most

effective by the rating standards, and the other rear-awe etich could be

rated as least effective. B Gala our aged T to give alternative responses
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without giving information directly concerning the response standards. For

example, E was instructed to ask such questions as, "Can you think of another

way to handle the situation?" or, "Now that you have seen the problem and

thought about it, can you think of a different lay to handle it?"

Finally:, after T had made at least two responses, one at either extreme

by the rating standards, E was instructed to "reinforce" the response

recommended by the rating standards. This was oldie ty asking ri to select the

response he would consider most effective. If T chose the "wrong one," E was

instructed to say, "The experts who developed our standards would suggest

(description of response)." E also was instructed to avoid explaining the

rating standards to T unless he asked for an explanation. If T asked for an

explanation, E gave it in terms of the specific wales. under conside'ation,

e.g., "If you were to interrupt the class and speak to Brian about tapping

his pencil, it would disturb the othero 014 thus tight :sot be so effeetive."

E was instructed to avoid simply restating the standards as they were printed

on the instruction sheet.

Those instructed by the verbalized response treatment were instructed

exactly as those tino enacted their response except that they were asked to

describe rather than to enact their responses to the motion picture sequences.

Specifically, each T in the verbalized response group was :instructed to look

at the motion picture sequence until he thought something should be done about

the situation, then to signal. E to stop the forward motion of the projector

(so that a single frae..$ was projected) and to describe to E what he should do.

After listening to T's response, E projected the appropriate feedback sequence.

Pont tee and t.....4.1.m)zeik. Each T was rosttested individually as in

Experiment I, except that the revised rating standards were empleyed The

revised rating procedure employe more objective techniques for assigning

separate numerical values to Vs reap ense ("R" score) and assesszemet

7'.7"17.."7":"."....477.774115-417777413..17-2411.1116
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(nAnscore) of each problm sequence. Meek (1965), using the same rating

procedure, had previously reported no statistically significant difference

between his experimental and control groups using A scores. Only R scores

effectively measured learning from classroom simulation training. Twelker,

in a recent analysis of claw= simUtion data from another study, frond
1that R scores are a m'e sensitive measure of treatment effects.

Consequently, the decision was made to rAnakrze R scores, A scores, and total

scores separately in the analysis of Experiment ±I data.

liejlabilit of est. The reliability of the revised

post-test has been estimated by lac& (1965) and Welker.' Meek reported

inter-rater reliability coefficients of .91 = 12 observations of four Ts)

and .87 (n = 18 observations). However, at the end of the college quarter,

findings from his Post-test data indicated that the reliability had dropped

to 63 (rt = 195 observations of 10 Ts) . 'Jacek t s findirgs underline the

ir-Tortance of periodic retraining of Es as was the procedure in the present

research.

Twelkerts estimates were all based on data collected imediately der

his Es were trained. Using R scores only trail 20 Ts, he pooled data from

four raters by an analysis of variance techniquc (Winer, 1962, pp. 124-32)

and obtained a coefficient of .94.

1 Personal comraunication with Paul Twelker, Assistant Research Professor,
Teaching Research Division, 1965.
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Results

Although the experimental subjects were not assigned to treatment groups

by pretest levels, a sufficient number of subjects were instructed to permit

equal samples to be dram from those scoring above and below the median

pretest score for als mperimental subjects. It may ts ramenibered that the

full range of pretest scores were included in the sample for Ekperiment II,

in contrast with the procedure employed in Experiment I utere:m those scoring

above a pretest score of 34 were eliminated.

The median pretest MR score" for the entire sample was 35, sr d the ran&

was from 26 to 49. Eight Ts were selected who scored above and below the

median for each of the treatment combination groups. The four treatment

combination groups were identified as follows:

1. High verbal. TS scoring above the median on pretest, and

instructed by verbal response procedure.

2. Low verbal. Te scoring below the median on pretest, and

instructed by the verbal response procedure.

3. Migh enacted. T scoring above median on pi -usst, and

instructed by enacted response procedure.

4. Low exacted. T scoring below median on pretest, and

instructed by enacted response procedure.

Tables 2 - 2.5 present the results of the statistical analysis. Clearly,

the observed differences among means are not statistically significant.



Tale 2

Elitperizent II Mean Post-test P Scores

(n = 32)

heotest Level

Above Median

Below bedian

,S.Amoimmellikimacerawygleampq

Response Bode
Verbal. &acted

morimerom.; Arara.

42.50

37.75

Table 2.1

41.75

43.00

Exparfoent II Analysis of Vs/lance Surnary: It Scores

111111111M/

Source

'Pretest levels (L)

Response Mode (it)

x R

Total

ariswira Issma. ueramaral ICS 30111111ftw.

SalabaNISUSIWIS

F

1 24.5 .
3. 40.5 1.45

I 72.0 2.58

28 27.9

31
1,401114100.11'.11011111101 ....~0110.01....ft111.10111110.rmr/Oldlay......emnamrallwol1VOIMPOOMMIMINEONIMMINE.1111,111111~11.



Table 2.2

Experiment II Mean Post-test A Scores

(n = 32)

Pretest Level
iralowaloga imosisomiNswolas..wavidlawieNNII

Response Mode
Verbal Enacted

arrommillareINIM

Above Median 27.38

Below Median 25.0.0

27.38

25.25

Table 24

EXperimant ZI Analysis of Variance Summary: A Scores

Source

Pretest levels (L)

Response Mode (R)

L x R

Error

Total

df
1111111111.11.1101.

1

1

1

28

31

145

1111111111111111111WHNIII1

40.50

0.13

0.13

12.33

49.

=peria

3.28
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Experiment II Mean Posttest Total Scores

Tabl e 2.4

Pretest Level
417.111.01111111101

Above Median

Below Median

Responge Mode
Verbal :hatted

69.88

62.75

69.13

68.25

Table 2.5

Experiment II Analysis of Variance Summary: Total Scores
alirS.0.131.0.110.1111111111 XlmiMONIMOMOMMIR aloe

Soul-ce

Pretest levels (L)

Response mode (R)

L x R

Friar

Total

df

1

1

1

28

31

MS

IMEININNINIIIMPIMANI110111

128.00

45.13

78.13

46.46

2.76

ORM

1.68
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Discussion

Findings from Experiment II reported above, indicate that there is no

statistically significant difference in poet-test performance of Ts who enact

resprelseg to problems on film and those who simply describe how thv would

respond. This finding adds further support to the suggestion made in the

discussion of EXppriment I findings, that classroom simuiation as an

instructional medium may be adapted to individualized or group-paced

instruction where Ts view smaller than life size images and respond by

describing mther than enacting what -hey would do.

Inspection of pretest and post-test differences (gain scores) indicated

that a pattern of differences might cadet for below-median pretest groups

that would be different for above median pretest groups. Furthermore, from

findings in Experiment I that one E allowed his Ts to practictl fewer times

than cad the other E, a more extensive analyeiu of the data in terms of the

gains 'es and instructors was cogducted. This analysis is reported in the

at section.
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VI kaa lysis of Practice Effects and Instructor Differences

The reader is reminded that, the instructional procedure in Expee-iment I

and fterimed II: although slightly different: had one characteristic in

common. Ts were allowed to practice responding to each problem until their

performance could be assigned the highest rating by the standards employed.

In effect: each T was instructed in the sizauleticee laboratory until he

at tatned a prwcribed behavioral standard. it could be expected that those

scoring low on the pretest "gained" more from instruction than high-scoring

individuals Alto va the Experiment IX analysis compered post-test

performance of Ts scoring high and low on the pretest, the analysis Of

Experiment I data did not Also, the analysis of Experiment II data did not

consider pre-to- post-test increments (gains) . Further analysis of

Experiment I data in terms of pretest levels is possible: even though Ta were

not as signed to experimental groups with this ill mind.

Another finding which warrants further investigation is that reported in

an earlier section (see Experiment I) that Ts instructed by E1 practiced more

then Ts instructed by E2.

Data from Experiment I and Everimat II were analysed Anther in an

effort to answer tly following qe.eetionei

1. Did those who scored low on the pretest take more practice trials to

achieve the Instructional criterion than did those who scored relatively high

on the pretest?

2. Did those who scored low on the pretest in fact "gain" more than

those veto sewed high initially (as measured by differences between pretest

and post -test scores)?

3. Did the fact that E allowed his students to practice more than did

Z2 result in consistently greater gains for those trained by Ely
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Analysis of Trixi Data

The timber of times each T practiced resparling to each problem during

instruction was recor.ded for Experiment I but not for Experiment IX, In the

analysis of these data reported earlier (Chapter V, Experiment I) it was

reported that E2 consistently instructed Ids Ta with fewer practice trials

than did El. Spea.ifically, in Experiment I, Ta taught by Ei practiced an

average of 40.35 timeaduring the instructional phase, whereas those taught by

E2 practiced 30.68 tines. }fewer, no effort was made to ascertain whether ea.

not Ta ecorieg low on the pretest required a greater number of practice trials

to reach the criterion than did those who scored high In order to

awe the gractice trial data -by pretest levels, and at the same time to

take into account instriactor differencea; it was neceeeary to collapse

treatment 'groups and select a small sample frail the original group of 80 Ts

who participated In Experiment I.

Equal numbers of Ts scoring above and beam the median pretest score

were se1ect(3:1 tram those taught by each E and who were oriented and pretested

by each of the two image sized c, The orientations pretest image size treatment

groups were included in the analysis because the .effects of this eozprimental

treatment were shoal to be statistically significant in the previous an is.

The resulting sample lumbered 48, with 5 and 7 Ts distributed proportionaiely

among the 8-trestmente.ccenbinaticie groups.

Table 3 eamaaarizee the analysis of variance for the practice trial data.

Only differences between groups taught by the two instructors are

statistically significant. Table 3.1 includes the mean timber of practice

trials for each treatment group.



Table 3

Analysts of Variance Summary: Experiment I Practice Trial Data

Milinidirsoll3011004.91r ANNIIls...e.Asarimmimaramswillga

&time df

Iliffirallmisaagftruftraaleaftglaff1W.111EINWrOrallgalEn .WIWEIRINev

....IL 1?aji-wuv.ay amvst.A. NAV

Orientation-pretest image size (OP)

Experimental instructor (E)

L x OP

L x E

OP x E

L x OP x E

Eieror

Total

AMM122221421102.1

it* p <.01

1

3.

40
voriclirreamMillillirriaNC11/0.0 Wale1410.21.

47

4 nel
44,V0

2.08

1091.26

10.08

94.29

7.20

138.29

37.37-

orialaSior

P

, L.".04

0.06

29.20x*

0.27

2.52

0.19

3.70

4110120

NOMISIMOMMOINTA Ilswiec SI 1301MIDOMplamiaillillMW NOMININWIWIAUSIIMMIVIIIIMIN11311/1111WWW

Table 3.1

Mean Number of Practice Trials for High and Low Pretest Groupe:
Experiment I Data

(n 48)
011111.1101,WOMOWIIMINIMIONIMIMINslasevairrAa0/111~".~01/1/aMIIIIablbastilff

Instructor
Pretest Group

Below median

Above median

E2...122922r group) z.1.22/21. El
+

1

3940

01.111111011n111111 Nall11.51.421111=11IPIMMINIO

Combined 40.35

32.57

28.79

30.68

35.42

34.00
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Analysie of Gain Scores

Apparently, Ts who scored low on the pretest did not require mere

practice than the high.scorieg Ts to attain the instructional criterioa, Did

to scaring Te "gain" more as measured b differences between izetest and

post-test scores? Cain scores were obtained by subtracting pretest scores

fie= post-test scores for all Ts selected for the analysis recorded above

Cn = 48). Table 3.2 summarizes the analysis of variance for the gain score

data. As is indicated, the difference between means of the groups at each

pretest level are eignificant, and also there is a significant interaction

effect involving the two instructors and the two pretest groups..

Table 3.3 showe the means for each treatment combination group taught by

the two Ds at each pretest level. The pattern of gain scores is more clearly

evident in Figure 3. Figure 3 indicates that those scoring below the median

on the pretest did, in fact, "gain" more frau instruction than did those who

scored above the median; however, the low pretest group taught by El gained

more than did the .comparable group taught by E2, and the opposites true for
the high pretest groups. Apparently, Fai was more effective with the low

pretest group and E2 was more effective with the high pretty*, group.

In order to reveal this interaction effect more clearly, post-test total

scores of the same group (n = 48) were reanalyzed, Table 3.4 summarises the

analysis of variance for post-teat scores, and indicates the same interaction

effect to be statistically significant. Table 3.5 shows the mean post-test

total scores, and Figure 4 illustrates the interaction effect graptically.

The crossed pattern clearly reveals that. Ei,was a more effective instructor

with Ta in the low pretest group, and E2 was more effective with Ta in the

high pretest group.

154",,roorinurro!lrlaills7i rrrrr7,7,r7rr"-T,
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Table 3.2

!*na1yei of Verimoe Sway: itxperiment I Pre. Posttest Gain Scores

48)

Scarce

Preteit Level (L) 1 320.33 11.99)141'

Orientation-pretest 1mage size (0P) 1 44..08 1.65

Fatperimental instructor CE) 1 9.45 0.35

L x OP 1 16.33 0.63.-

L . x E 1 125.95 4.71*

OP x E 1 2.29 0.09

L x OP x E 1 0,24 0.01

40 26.71for

Total 47

*-p 4.05
** p 01

Table

l're. Poet-test Gain Scores for High and Low Pretest Groups:
4t 1:144ta

awanymnorwmia.ri,wromeacomorramOS.,m~!

Pretest Group El
EidraftearditOMILOW01011103HGCSIOWICIII oftwoollowlwalkwiln

Below medtan

Above median

17.40

8.40

tZMIMOZt.e.02.1"141

Instructor
12

4111740210311000111117

13.21

10.79
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E2

Expertinental Instructors

Figure 3. Instructor differencei with high and low pretest amps
using "gain scores as criterion.
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Tab .e 3.4

Azulysis a Variatri3e %mull Experiment I Post-teat Tot Al Scores

ra

1,241116.616111en wkollraClhaa-nlor Iftevamo.rofflOesaale 03. -274NVIMPagalloMom

eit MS

INIWIIIIKUMgraggra..3108VSUW,Tor 101170=m0111111WIEVribssel ,rrArsn astmomptenorArsommaam mu:wows 41111.11111VIIIIINFONCID VAltrasaireilenift

Pretest 1.09rel (L) 1 4.69 0.23

Orientation-Pretest Imp Size (OD) 1 54.19 2,63

Experimental Instrnetor () 1 2.83 0d4

L x OP 1 1.69 0.08

L x E 1 89.15 4,4i
OP x E 1 0.9C; 0.04

L x OP x E 1 1e55 0,08

40 20.23Error
.

Total

42611/11101111011111111111101110 41111.10111MICAD

47

* p <.05

Table 3.5

Mean Post-test Total Scores for high and Low Pretest Groups
Experiment I Data

(n = 48)

Pretest Croup

Below median

Above median

Instructor

ailmilleaM11111111111PAIMP

42.90

40.30

611110101111110111116111111.1161

39.64

42.57
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Faperimental Instractors

Figure 4. Instructor anemones rith high and law pretest groups
using poste-tot performance ratings as criterion.

4142:02r,:
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Although a modified retie* procaftre wee employed ,in EXpecilment II, and

Ts were not etreened on the basis of pretest performance, the gain scores for
;

tweriment II were subjected to a similar statistical analysis. Treatment

groups were ocebined, and equal numbers above and below the median pretest

score me selected who mere taught hy, mph E. l?rom the total

»maw va. 121.1 -443

sample Pf 37 To

Ti
.011.

WON iZtlIt beta. u zurti Erist Ag ammo Li anguple a 30 MO 1511-mbau,
.

with 9 in each of the 4 treatment combination groups. Table 3.6 mxmmarizes

the analysis of variance, and Table 3:7 presents the means fur each treatment
v" 2

group. The anal see of variance indicates that the main effects of dif.,

ferences between high and low pretest groups and groups taught by Fa and E2

are etatistica14 eignificant. The interaction of Es and pretest levels

approaches significance at the ,05 level closely enough to be acceptable by

some researchers.



Table 3.6

Analysis a Variance Say; Experiment II Gain Scores

(n 36)

Source

a.

Pretest level (L)

/Departmental Instructor (E)

x E

&Tor

Total

df

3.

vs F
0831/EN/0/0811/01114111110 191WarANOMMUNINIMIIIMICIft

702.25 18,52w

182.25 4.81*

156.25 4.12

37.92 GSM

* p < .05 (1? = 4.15 for 1, 32 df)

Table 3.7

Kean Pre,- Post-test Gain Scores for high and Low Pretest Group
Experiment II Data

(n = 36)

Pretest Group
Instructor

M. E2 M. + E2
ONOWLIMACC:.~1.1bIlamINVICIAPILIMOI§* 41144111111141111116de 1111111111114, Inst0111111111111

Below median

Above median

Combined

11.22 10.89

-2.11
rAIMMOININONOMs .14.1r410111115140111011Z1110

8.89 4.39

31.05

2.23

,Lot
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Discussion

Based on the enal7sis of practice trial data and gain scores, answers to

the questions raised at the beginning of this section may be generalized as

follows:

1. Student teachers whose performancein the simulated classroom, is

relatively low initially do not require more practice to learn to perform to

a prescribed standard than student teachers whose initial performance is

relatively high.

2. Given equivalent individualized instruction in the simulated class-

room, Ts whose initial performance is rated relatively low gain more from

instruction than those whose initial performance is rated higher, so that,

after instruction, all Ts perform at approximately the same level.

3. Using identical instructional materials, different instructors

trained to follow a given instructional procedure are not equally effective

with students at differing initial performance levels. In other words, given

two instructors trained to use a particular instructional procedure, one may

prove to be more effective with Ts scoring relatively lots on a pretest of

performance, and the other may prove to be more effective with Ts who score

relatively high on a pretest. Instructor differences may not be attributed

entirely to individual variations in amount of practice provided each T

d',;ing instruction.

Considered ir the context of previous findings concerning such

instructional variables as image size of projections, response mode employed

by the E.tudent teacher, and the use of motion pictures as contrasted with

still projections--all of which have to do with the fidelity of the simulated

setting, i.e., how accurately the simulated setting approximates the "real"

setting--4the findings from the last anaksie indicate that there are far more

powerful instructional variables to be considered. The fact that Te who

perform relatively low initially are more responsive to instruction in the
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eimulation laboratory than those who are initially rated higher (that is,

low scoring Ts "catch up" with and ultimately perform as well se those who

are higher in their initial performance) suggests that the particular type of

individualized instruction provided in the present regeareh may be uniquely

fitted to the needs of loweperfarming student teachers. These whose

POWLWaliallUV 1.4.10 OWAUia4614 ceaesroom io rated tO be laths amiss wM Inotwiftexlmva asa54eva

range of the pretest may renpond as well from other forms of simulation

training, e.g., procedures which are group-paced or which do not require

direct supervision. Such training modes would be relatively less expensive

and could be adapted for ee of a vide scale.

The classroom sivelation materials described in this present report are

being modified and adapted for use with groups or for relatively unsupervised

use by student teachers individually. When such materials and procedures are

available, fUrther research may be conducted to determine whether or not per-

sons whose initial performance is rated low do, in fact, respond more readily

to the type of instruction employed in the present research, and comparisons

raw be made with individuals whose initial performance is rated higher.

Another question worthy of further investigatiam is that which pertains

to instructor differences. The two instructors in the present research,

although trained to use a given instructeonal procedure did have a

differential effect on their students. The only recorded difference their

procedure was that which pertained to a number of practice trials. One E

tended to practioe him student teachers more frequently than did the other.

Hoverer, this difference in practice was not reflected in differences between

the two groups of students taught by the two instructora. Mnetead the two

instructors were more or less effective with students in differing pretest

groups. It may be that individualized methods of interacting with students

during the discussions of each problem sequence account for instructor

differences.

4"117.1"."="773-7ill."7""if



VII Follow-up Studieel

Does simulation training transfer to tho actual claseroan? This question

is of primary concern, but as yet no effective means for measuring transfer

effects has been devised. Previous studies by the present investigator have

relied on a performance test in the simulation laboratory using a set of

simulated problems different fran the employed during instruction. Although

this post-test of performance in the simulation laboratory is a test of

transfer, it certainly is not so convincing as would be an assessment of T's

performance in an actual classroom situation. If simulation training catmot

measurably improve T's performance in the classroom, its -value in teacher

education programa could be challenged.

At Oregon College of Bducation students enrolled in junior block have a

great variety of experiences with the children in classroom situations, and

they participate as instructors for short periods of time, occasionally in

connection with professional courses which follow. However, the first

occasion when all students may participate as instructors with full

responsibility for an entire class follows simulation training by at least

one year. It would be expected that any improvement brought about fran five

hours of simulation training would be most difficult to measure after so long

a period of time.

Another difficulty in measuring the transfer effects of simulatioa

training is that there is no observational technique known to this

investigator that would measure the specific skills and technique! learned

in "Hr. Lnd's Sixth Gradet." It maild be necessary to devise a completely

new observational technique or to modify an existing observational procedure.

1 The Follow-up Studies were carried out under the direction of Paul
Welker, Assistant Research Professor, Teaching Research Division.
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Finally, because nearly every student teacher enrolled in the junior

block course at Oregon College of Education was provided 80Jo form of

simulation instruction, it was difficult to identify a ocontrol° group for

comparative purposes. Students enrolled in. other courses such as Educational

Psychology, which could be substituted for junior block did not have the same

pattern of practicum experieices.

All of these factors made the study of transfer effects of simulation

instruction extremely difficult, if not impossible. Nevertheless, as a

pilot effort in connection with Experiments I and II reported previously, an

attempt was made to follow up on Ts who completed simulation instruction and

to observe their performance in actual classroom situations during their

teaching experience. The primary objective of these so called "follow -up

studies" was to explore different techniques for observing and recording the

classroom bebavior of student teachers as they encountered problem) similar

to those included in the simulation materials. The follow -up studies could

not be expected to provide sound evidence concerning the transfer effects of

simulation Instructioa.

As reported in a previous section (Related Research), Vic& (1965) used

what was described as a greatly modified Flanders.' technique to observe Ta

at Michigan State University who enrolled in student teaching the semester

immediately following their experiemce in the simulated classroom. Actually,

Vleek's observational technique bears little resemblance to Flanders'

Interaction Amlysis technique. ?leek's observers used a specially preparGd

observation form to record events in the classroom. They observed problem

situations in the classroom which corresponded to those included in the

siwuliAtion experience, classified then by type, and then recorded how T

responded. Vltek's observers also evaluated how T's pupils reacted.
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11104k reported that student teachers who completed simulated instruction

acted in accordance with a greater number of the teaching principles than did

the control group, but not necessarily in response to the types of problems

included in the instructional materials. Fran ..these data Vicek concluded

that student teachers da Ica= principles of instruction which are transferred

to the classroom, but that they do not necessarily employ them effectively

(as judged 'by the pupils' response to T's efforts).

A modified Flanders' interaction Analysis technique was also employed in

follow -up studies for the present project, but the observational procedure

followed closely that which Flanders has developed (Flanders, 1964).

Modifications were based on an analysis of the behaviors learned in Br. Land's

Sixth Grade, the simulated classroom. From the analysis it was concluded

that classroom interactions between teacher and pupil which ars judged to be

"private" (i.e., interactions with only one pupil) should be recorded

separately from those which are Judged to be "public," (i.e., wherein T

speaks to more than one pupil at a time, or speaks to a single pupil loudly

enough to be heard by others in the vicinity). In addition, it was ccnsidered

important to record whether a teacher-pupil interaction is preceded by T

"moving in" to communicate "privately" with a pupil, or communicated !run a

distance (without moving in). Although it was recognized that many circump

stances would allow for exceptione to the general rules o standards taught

in simulation instruction, awes nevertheless reasoned that Ts with

experience in 1Hr, Land's Sixth Grade might tend to more frevently "move in"

and communicate at clove range (Le., "Privately") following a pupil_

initiated "private" interaction.

To facilitate recording and analysis, the first two categorise of

teacher behavior employed in Flanders' category system ("Accepts Peeling,"

and "Praises or Encourages") were combined and recorded in the second category.
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Whenevar T was observed to "move in" to close range when camnicating with a

pupil ar to a group of pupils, the first row or call= was atployed in the

interaction matrix) kis*, instead of adding categories to those developed by

Flanders, interoanmunicationin which were judged to be "private" as contrasted
441 Ilrasbl 4 c eataook... .

wwww0 AAWASUCIA0174 q otwocrApu Isprxvaw, or "p" tpuoLic, tO

the numerals which lesiguate the observed behavior:

For fixempleiconsider a hypothetical problem situation in T,s classroom.

During a study period, two bogis are observed to begin talking together and

it appeara that one is explaining something to the other (Category 9, "Student

Initiated Behavior"). However, they talk loudly enough to be disturbing to
others. If T "moves in" (Category 1), and speaks softly to the berms,

directing then to lower their voices (Category 6, "Giving Direvtiaas"), the

interaction would be recorded as follows: 9.l -6i. If, on the other hand, T

is observed to direct the boys from across the roan loudly enough to be

distracting, the interaction sequence would be recorded as follows:

It was anticipted that patterns could be identified frau records of

classroom interactions and used as evidence of transfer. A "9-141." pattern

would be an interaction pattern expected of Ts who completed simulation

training, and a "9-6p" pattern would be used as a negative Inatome.

Other elegem= observational techniques were considered, including the

relatively new observation system developed by Schalock, Beaird, and

Simons (1960. However, the observational categories used in each system

were not directly related to the principles supposed,/ taught by eigulation

training, and the modified Flanders' technique most nearly met the

requirements of the present study.

The principle investigator together with a research associate trained

together using motion pi .ure ease:ices of claseroan scenes as stimulus

materials, and subezquentky by observing together in classroom: situations.
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The effort we to achieve an interrater reliability at the level recamaended

by Flanders. Flanders recameends a Scott coefficient of .85 or nigher

(Flanders, 1964, p. 15). Initially, the two observers had groat difficulty

in achieving and maintaining the receemtended level of agreement. In an effort

to ineraaan the intarratar raY3ahilitsr ant4matan, yarn MA] hattarp.powerad

metronomes were designed and utilized which signal E every three seconds by

tactile stizsilus to the hand. This procedure added precision but did net

significantly increase interrater estimates. Only by pooling

larger number of observations, wan it possible to approximate the levels

recce ended by Flanders.

The most discouraging aspect of the observations, however, was that

detailed records of T,a performance in the classrocm for a total time of

approximately 6099 minutes (20-30 minutes on three different occasions)

simply did not provide sufficient basis for evaluating transfer. To obtain

more extensive records was not within the scope of the present pilot effort.

After an intensive and systematic observational study of apprMialAtolv 20 Ts,

the decision tee made to abandon direct observation as a technique for data

gathering.

Finally, a questionnaire was developed to be completed by Vs supervising

teacher after observing T's claw= behavior in a wide variety of

circumstances over a period of weeks. The questionnaire presented questions

that pertained directly to standards taught in sinatlation training.

iebnittedly, many pitfalls accompany the use of questionnaires. However, it

was felt that if the questionnaire was administered carefully, meaningful

data could be gathered which would provide BIM pertinent evidence than that

which could be obtained thrgh direct obeervatica over limited periods of

time.
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Selectice, of Subjects

ms pointed out above, a primary diViculty in studying the tzaneder

effects of simulation training (in the present study) was the lack of a

control group. Only a fee Ts caapleted the junior block 417111180 without

having ale() been trained in the simulated elaeoreeteTe, Perteauestele-, crammaram

group of approximately 30 etudent teachers did conplete the course prior to

ftperiment I, without having participated) irc simulation training., Follow-up

data were obtained approximately one year later on D. student teaches who

had undergone simulation; end 10 from the previous class which had not

undergone training.

Supervising Teacher Questimmaire

The Supervieing Teacher Questiomaire (see appendix) consisted of 17

questions. Fifteen questions involved behaviors directly related to the

standards employed in elassromn simulation training. The remaining two

questions asked for a general assessment of the student teacher pertaining to

(1) his ability to quickly assume responsibility for the claw, nnd (2) the

types of problsns with which the student teacher had difficulty. eaeh

supervising teacher was instructed by B in the use of the questerenaire.

One question which iflustratee tie type included in the qua e lonnaire

is the following:

When direct action was required to control a disruptive group

or individual, did the student teacher "move Inc, and

ca nnunicate at close range as compared with conmazdcating at

a distance (e.g., yell over noise or disrupt a quiet study

period)?

In response to such a question; the supervising teacher was asked to

indicate (1) how frequently T responded in the manner indicated, and (2) her

frequently a problem arose which required T to use such a technique.
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The supervising teacher used a five-point scale ( "always', to unworn) to

respond. For example, a supervisor might estimate that his student teacher

firmed inn every time the opportunity occurred (nalwAsysn), ;PA might indicate

that the problem occurred rather rarely (llseldce).

In responding to the question regarding how quickly T sae capable of

lamming full responsibility for the class, the supervising teacher

responded by checking a given category indicating the number of weeks after

the beginning of student teaching (within 1 week, 1-3 weeks, 4-6 weeks,

74, weeks, after 9 weeks).



Results

Each point on the five-point scale was assigned a value, arid the data

were analyzed by parametric techniques. Means and standard deviations for

the experimental and control p1,imps for each of the fifteen questions

involving zrequency of c amain behaviors, and the 511,tearath queatiou

involving arse of adjustment-, are 81101/11 in Table 4.

?reel the results shown for thA first fiftern questions, the evidemes

indicates that classroom sinagaticn training has no measurable effect on

actual student teaching one year later. It is quite poosible that the

standards taught in classroom simulation trainer were or such a nature that

a yearcs interim preparation also involved the same standards. Thus, no

differences would be expected on a gross comparison of the experimental and

cottrol Fernpa

Fran evidence pertaining to question 16, there are vary-clear

indications that elaseiroom simulation training does have -rime effect on..

behavior. Studds who underwent training were judged. as being. ready to

assume fun responsibility for a new class within the category- of .1-3 weeks,

and those who had no sima3.ated experience were judged to be ready within

4-6 wedis.

Table 4.1 lists the probla recorded by supervising teachers as being

most difficult for their student teachers (question 17 on the questicomaire).

There are no clearly evident patterns of difference between the simuLatien

and non-simulation peva.



Table 4

&mazy of Comparisons Between the Simulated and Noa-sinulated Group
on the Supervising Teacher Questiantaire

Question
41011110011011011141NO

1

72.

IESNOSMIRIONININIIMMOMMPIONNISIONIMMIPOMMIIPIR

Group Nen S.D.
encrannsaamormsawmorm. doirommum

Si III 11 fa+_eri

Non-simulated

01111111111111.1111. 011ONNIVINIP

ljt5

2.30 1.06 1.00

2 Simulated 2.90 .70
NrAi-sinulated 1.80 .63 0.97

3 Simulated 2.60 .70
Non-simulated 1.13 .64 1.39

4 Simulated 3.44 3.88
Non-simulated 3.11 1.76. 0.38

Simulated 2.09 .70
Non-simulated 1.70 .95 1.06

6 Simulated 2.27 .79
Non-simulated 2.10 1.00 0.41

7 Simulated 1.36 .54
Non-simulated 1.50 .78 0.46

8 simulated 2,18 ,87
Non-starlated 1.80 .92 0.93

9 Simulated 1.82 .60
Nn-simulated 2.50 1.18 1.64

10 Simulated 1.45 .46
Non.simule.ted 1.80 1.3.6 0.85

11 Simulated 2.45 1.73
Non- simulated 2.40 .93 0.09

12 Simulated 2.00 .63
Non- stated 2.20 .18 0.25

13 Simulated 2.45 1.47
Ncm.aimulated 2.00 1.22 0.84

14 Simulated 2.36 .70
Non -sated 2.70 .46 1.00

15 Simmlated 2.00
Non -simulated 2.40

16 Simulated 2.09
Non.aimulated 3.10

SasPaMF-10.401.10./.=orm=ownwer..,

* p;4.-02
AIIIM1110.

.40

.2? 1.50

.63
49 2.52*



Table 4.3.

Problems ot Student Teachers as Recorded by Supervising Teacher

xriri*rni-mr-r-s1=6luila
Problem

taviseessewasimumwraormararrawailansamairawftrivarliatialliwirrs

Fails to act quickly

Failure to plan for irAividual differencas

Lack of voitle control

Shyness

Fear

Zack of enthusiasm

Lack of discipline

Failure to encourage student initiative

73,

3.

3

4 3

1

0

1

2

0 2

Poor physical hellth

Lack of responsibility for actions 0 2

Difficulty in making decisions 0

Lack of leadership 0 1

Failure to attend to entire class

Lack of self cant/dem" 0 3

Failure to make clear assignments

Difficulty in oral reading

Failure to acquire dictionary skills

Failure to relax at teaching 2 0

Failure to maintain or devilop adequate
stud- teacher relations 3 0

Difficulty in planning and carrying out plans 1 1

EXcessive talking 1 0

Failure to consider individual children as they
relate to the gip

'tick of dedication

Lack of `sen6itivity tc chikhNen

Lack of humor

0

3.

3.

0

0

0
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for observing, recording, and evaluating the clasaroxi behavior of Ts who have

lampleted instruction in the simulated classroom. It was determined that,

The primary objective of the Follow .up Studies was to develop procedures

Discussion

I

although not insurmountable, the problems involved in direct obeervatiou are

much more difficult than were anticipated. Once the behavioral changes

resulting from instrurtion in Land's Sixth Grade" had been more cleady

identified, and an appropriate means of recording Tel classroom behavior had

been developed, difficulty was encountered in establishing an acceptable level

of observer agreement. Finally, it was determined that the specific occasions

for observing the desired T.. behavior occurred no irregularly and unpredictably

in the normal classroom setting, that a large sample of T's classroom behavior

would have to be recorded to provide sufficient data for evaluating transfer.

Also, it was evident front the start that T's behavior in the classroom should

be observed as soon as possible after his experience in the simulated

classroom. There was a time-lapse of one year or more before Ts in the

present study could be observed. during which they completed other "methode"

courses in their Teacher Education program.

Vleek (1965) observed Ts in the classroom during the college term

follovtag completion of simulation training and apparently had little

difficulty observing Ts' reactions to problem incidents judged to be similar

to those included in the simulated classroom materials. It is not clear in

his report hog long his trained observers, recorded the classroom behavior of

each T, but each T's claasroan supervisor used the same observational

procedure for a total of 2i hours during one week (i hour daily) . By

comparison, Es in the present study observed each T for a total of 60..90

minutes (20..30 minutes on each of three occasions). Ancther possible reason

for the relatively successful procedure employed by lac& is that, his

1, Ply

1
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observers were trained to identify and to evaluate only those problem

situations which corresponded to the simulated problems. Es in the present

stu4 were trained to record verbal interactions between T and his pupils

(and some of Vs movements) at three-second intervals, regardless of the

circumstances. The recording procedure employed in the present study is

precise and objective, but the data are difficult to reduce by hand-processing

techniques (i.e., prescribed interaction patterns are difficult to identify

fran among the many mailed events). Machine scoring techniques are being

considered for use in the ongoing research effort.

Despite the difficulties encountered in data gathering, findings fran

both VIlekis study and the present pilot effort indicate that there is

transfer of learning from the simulat5d to the actual classroom. VicelOs

observational data indicate that in the simulated classrocm, Ts learn

principles of teaching which they employ in practice teaching soon after

canpletion of their simulated experience; and questionnaire data from the

present study suggests that, even after a year or more, Ts lei() have had

simulation training are capable of ass t 6P ftal responsibility for their

first class weeks earlier than Ts who have not.
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VIII The Ongoing Research Efftort

The studies reported herein have already stimulated new research and

developmental efforts. During the last year of the present research effort,

after the preliminary results were known, two new lines of research were

fttnrtmd: (1) studies aimed At increasing the efficiency and effectiveness of

instruction in the simulated classroom, and (2) explorations into entirely new

and different ways of using the classroom simulaion materials. Included in

the first line of effort are studies of prompting techniques (initiated by

Dr. Paul Twelker) and of "instructional crowding," i.e., the attainment of two

or more instructional objectives at once (initiated by the present writer and

Dr. Twelker).

The second line of work is producing new applications of the original

classroom simulation medium in counselor training and dental education, as

well as teacher education. For example, Dr. James Beaird has recently

sponsored pilot research in :simulated interviews with a "client" who can lead

the student counselor into several different paths (A' communication, depending

on the questions asked. In the area of dental education, Mr. Victor Lund

has developed a set of simulated "dental emergencies" which occur in a

hypothetical dentist's office.

The coat project which developed most directly from previous research

final:gel however, it% A curriculum development effort aimed at the production

of fflow cost" classroom simu.lation materials. The new simulation materials

are being designed for use either with groups or individuals, and so that they

may be adaptetd for use by T with a minimum of direct supervision. Dr. Carl

Wallen, Oregon State University, recently joined the project staff as

associate to the writer on the project. Of most imaediate interest is the

preparation of a set of simulation materials for developing instructional

skills identified with "discovery lemming" at the intermediate grade level..
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